Changes in cell shape and actin distribution induced by constant electric fields.
The development of motility in cultured cells is usually associated with a polarization of the cell shape. In particular, the leading edge of the cell is extended into a lamella which acts as a locus for the elaboration of cell processes and for the formation of cell-substrate contacts and, at the opposite end, retraction fibres often extend beyond the trailing edge of the cell. The alignment of microfilament bundles (stress fibres) along the direction of migration and the presence of a band of actin at the leading edge of the cell suggest an involvement of this protein in the motile process. The direction of growth and orientation of various cell types in tissue culture can be influenced by externally applied d.c. electric fields but the effect of the field on cellular motile activities is unknown. Here we describe a galvanotropic response of cultured Xenopus epithelial cells. At a field strength of 5 V cm-1 these cells elongate perpendicularly with respect to the field. The anodal side of the cell retracts and both the ends and cathodal edge become active in the extension of ruffling lamellipodia. In parallel with the change in the cell axis, stress fibres are oriented perpendicularly to the field, and a band of actin is associated with the lamellae at the cathodal edge and at the ends of the cell.